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Abstract

We present a method for conditional maximum likelihood esti-
mation of N-gram models used for text or speech utterance clas-
sification. The method employs a well known technique relying
on a generalization of the Baum-Eagon inequality from poly-
nomials to rational functions. The best performance is achieved
for the 1-gram classifier where conditional maximum likelihood
training reduces the class error rate over a maximum likelihood
classifier by 45% relative.

1. Introduction

Speech utterance classification as well as text classification are
an interesting subproblem in a growing trend of providing nat-
ural language user interfaces to automated systems. A straight-
forward application among many others is call-routing, a prob-
lem tackled by various research groups: [1], [2].

Text classification and/or categorization literature is far
from scarce since it is a straightforward application of various
classification techniques. A good starting point for further read-
ing is [3].

The current work aims at comparing various design deci-
sions when devising an N-gram utterance classifier: should one
use a one-pass system — concurrent speech utterance classifica-
tion and recognition — or a two-pass system — speech recogni-
tion followed by text classification? Are discriminative training
techniques effective? Our goal is to provide experimental re-
sults that would guide various choices or further experiments
when designing such a system.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
problem setup and reviews the N-gram classifier as well as max-
imum likelihood (ML) versus conditional maximum likelihood
(CML) training for N-gram classifiers. Section 3 outlines the
re-estimation procedure for CML training of N-gram classifiers.
Section 4 presents various experiments along the directions out-
lined previously. We conclude with a short analysis of the re-
sults and brief outline of future directions that we believe to be
worthwhile exploring.

2. Utterance Classification

To fix notation, we denote a speech utterance with A, the word
string that gave rise to it with W = w1 . . . wn and the class of
the utterance with C. The word vocabulary is denoted with V
and the class vocabulary with C. The corpus, split in training
and test data, T and E , respectively, consists of tuples (or sam-
ples) s containing: utterance A, transcription W and utterance
class C. The performance of a given classifier is measured by
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ass error rate (CER):

CER =
1

|E| ·
∑
s∈E

δ(s.C, Ĉ(s.A)) (1)

s.A denotes the acoustics in sample s, s.C is the correct
for sample s, Ĉ(s.A) is the class assigned to s.A by the
fier and δ(·, ·) is the Kronecker-δ operator.

N-gram Classifier

One-pass Utterance Classification

m classifiers have the advantage that one can use them in
le pass system whereby a given utterance A is assigned
s Ĉ(A) concurrently with speech decoding that finds the
string Ŵ .
ssume one builds an N-gram model
|wi−1, . . . , wi−N+1, C) for each class C ∈ C by pooling
e training transcriptions that have been labeled with class

a one-pass scenario one builds a recognition network that
s each of the language models P (·|C) in parallel, the tran-
into each language model P (·|C) having score log P (C).
ecoder search for the most likely path will find

), Ŵ ) =

max(C,W ) log P (A|W ) + log P (W |C) + log P (C)

Two-pass Utterance Classification

wo-pass scenario one builds a pooled N-gram language
l Ppooled(wi|wi−1, wi−N+1) from all the training tran-
ions in addition to the class specific language models
). Each test utterance is then assigned a class by do-

xt classification on the 1-best recognition output using the
d language model. The second stage of the two-pass ap-
h implements an N-gram text classifier.

Ŵ = arg max
W

log P (A|W ) + log Ppooled(W )

(A) = arg max
C

log P (Ŵ |C) + log P (C)

Estimation of N-gram Classifier Parameters

Maximum Likelihood Estimation of N-gram Classifiers

ave found smoothing to be a very important issue for all
fiers that we experimented with. For estimating the N-
models we use the recursive deleted interpolation scheme
etween relative frequency estimates at different orders,



fk(·), k = 0 . . . N − 1:

Pn(w|hn) = λ(hn) · Pn−1(w|hn−1) + λ(hn) · fn(w|hn),

P−1(w) = uniform(V) (2)

where

λ(hn) = 1 − λ(hn)

hn = w−1, . . . , w−n

The relative frequencies and interpolation weights are es-
timated using maximum likelihood from main and held-out
data, respectively, obtained by a 70/30% random split of the
training data available to a given language model. The inter-
polation weights are bucketed according to the context count:
λ(hn) = λ(CML(hn)).

2.2.2. Conditional Maximum Likelihood Estimation of N-gram
Classifiers

Training the class specific N-gram models using the maximum
likelihood criterion is suboptimal when the set of N-gram mod-
els is used for classification. A better training criterion tunes all
the language models P (W |C),∀C jointly such that the CER
(1) is minimized.

Since the CER is not analytically tractable, a convenient
substitute is the conditional probability

∏T
i=1 P (si.C|si.A) for

speech utterance classification or
∏T

i=1 P (si.C|si.W ) for text
classification, where T is the number of samples in the training
data. The choice is justified by the fact that this is inversely
correlated with the CER on the training data.

Restricting our attention to the text only case, we seek to
tune the language models P (W |C),∀C, to maximize the con-
ditional log-likelihood:

L(C|W ) =
T∑

i=1

log P (si.C|si.W ) (3)

P (C|W ) = P (C) · P (W |C)/
∑
L∈C

P (L) · P (W |L)

For efficiency reasons we wish to keep the same parame-
terization as in the ML case (see Eq. 2) for the class specific
language models: the storage requirements and run time should
be the same as for the ML models. This is a constraint that is
not strictly necessary and could be removed, however it was our
choice for the current approach.

Another important observation that needs to be made is that
for speech utterance classification one wishes to tune the lan-
guage models P (W |C),∀C such that the conditional likeli-
hood L(C|A) is maximized:

L(C|A) =
T∑

i=1

log P (si.C|si.A) (4)

P (C,A) = P (C)
∑

W∈V∗
P (W |C) · P (A|W )

P (C|A) = P (C,A)/
∑
L∈C

P (L, A)

The main difference between tuning the language models for
maximizing L(C|A) (Eq. 4) versus L(C|W ) (Eq. 3) is that in
the former case the language model will take into account the
acoustic confusability between words and will try to discount
the contribution of highly confusable words to the classification
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. The current approach maximizes Eq. (3) which requires
transcriptions along with class labels for language model
ng (the acoustic data is not used for language model train-

ational Function Growth Transform for
CML N-gram Parameter Estimation
plained in Section 2.2.2 each class specific N-gram model
ameterized according to Eq. (2). The goal of the CML
ation procedure is to tune the relative frequency values
|w−1, . . . , w−n) at all orders n = 0 . . . N −1 such that the
tional likelihood of the training data L(C|W ) (see Eq. 3)
ximized.
he optimization technique used in our approach is the ra-
function growth transform (RFGT) [5]. The main reason
r choice is the fact that the RFGT procedure operates on
bility distributions and thus it enforces at each iteration
oper normalization of the probability distributions under-
the model parameterization. Due to lack of space we omit
rivation of the reestimation equations; under the parame-
tion in Eq. (2), the relative frequency fk(w|hk, c) of order
stimated iteratively using:

+
k (w|hk, c) =

fk(w|hk, c)
1+β(hk,c)

α(hk,c)
Pn(w|hn,c) ·f

CML
k (w|hk,c)

norm(hk,c)
(5)

norm(hk, c) = 1 +

β(hk, c)
∑
w∈V

α(hk, c)

Pn(w|hn, c)
fk(w|hk, c) · fCML

k (w|hk, c)

α(hk, c) = λk(hk, c)
n∏

l=k+1

λl(hl, c)

fCML
k (w|hk, c) =

CCML(w, hk, c)

CML(hk, c)

ML(w, hk, c) denotes the ML count of (w, hk) in sen-
s of class c gathered from the training data:

(w, hk, c) =
T∑

i=1

C((w, hk) ∈ si.W ) · δ(c, si.C)

L(w, hk, c) denotes the “CML count” of (w, hk) in sen-
s of class c:

L(w, hk, c) =
T
i=1 C((w, hk) ∈ si.W ) · [δ(c, si.C) − P (c|si.W )]

the probability P (c|W ) of a class c given a sentence
w1, . . . , wq being assigned using the class specific N-

models Pn(w|h, c) and the prior probability on classes
:

P (c|W ) =
P (c) · P (W |c)∑

d∈C P (d) · P (W |d)
(6)

P (W |c) =

length(W )∏
i=1

Pn(wi|hi, c)

he context sensitive “CML weight” β(hk, c) is set to
> 0 at each iteration. Following the development in [5],



its value is then lowered for each context β(hk, c) separately
such that the numerator in Eq. (5) is non-negative for all events
(w, hk, c):

1 + β(hk, c)
α(hk, c)

Pn(w|hn, c)
· fCML

k (w|hk, c) > ε

We note that for most contexts (hk, c) this adjustment is not
necessary if a low enough βmax value is chosen to start with.
The downside of choosing a small βmax value is that the relative
increase of L(C|W ) at each iteration is smaller.

The model parameters are estimated by splitting the train-
ing data randomly in main and held-out data; the same partition
as the one for ML training is used. The main data is used for
estimating the relative frequencies, whereas the held-out data
is used for tuning the number of RFGT iterations and the opti-
mal CML weight βmax. The class priors and the interpolation
weights are not re-estimated. The initial values for the class pri-
ors, relative frequencies and the interpolation weights are the
ML ones.

The number of RFGT iterations and the optimal CML
weight βmax are determined as follows:

• fix a preset number N of RFGT iterations to be run

• fix a grid (range of values and step) to be explored for
determining the βmax parameter value

• for each value βmax run as many RFGT iterations as
possible (no more than N) such that the conditional like-
lihood L(C|W ) of the main data increases at each itera-
tion;

• retain the (no iterations, βmax) pair that maximizes the
conditional likelihood L(C|W ) of the held-out data as
the desired values

After determining the number of RFGT iterations to be run
and the βmax value, the main and held-out data are pooled and
the model is trained using these values.

4. Experimental Results
We have employed the CML training technique described in
Section 2.2.2 for training N-gram classifiers. The classifiers
were evaluated on both speech and text in the same ATIS setup
as the one used in [6].

4.1. Experimental Setup

All experiments were carried out on the ATIS corpus [7]. We
have pooled the ATIS II and ATIS III data after which we ex-
tracted the type A utterances (that can be interpreted indepen-
dent of context) along with their transcriptions. We have used
the ATIS III dev94 class A utterances as a development set for
tuning the speech recognition system. The test set was obtained
by pooling the ATIS III 93 and 94 test sets such that enough
utterances of class A were available for testing our classifier.

The acoustic model was trained on all the ATIS II and
III training data, irrespective of utterance class (A, D or X).
We have built a standard tied-state cross-word triphone HMM
acoustic model using the HTK [8] training tools. The model
uses 3 states per triphone. After tri-phone clustering there were
1979 states. The model uses a total of 35,661 Gaussians, each
modeled using diagonal covariance matrix. The acoustic feature
vector consists of 13 Mel-frequency static cepstral coefficients
(MFCC) derived using cepstral mean normalization, together
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or language model and classifier training we have used
type A utterances along with a class label assigned by

the argument of the first SELECT statement in the SQL
associated with the utterance. There were 14 classes de-

in this manner, their distribution being highly skewed to-
the FLIGHT class which covers about 74% of the utter-

. The training data consisted of 5,822 class A utterances
42 words). The test data consisted of 914 class A utter-
(10,673 words). The development data consisted of 410
nces (5,326 words).
he vocabulary derived from the training data had size 780
ut-of-vocabulary rate on test data 0.24%. The pooled
gram language models built on the above vocabulary had
t perplexity 149, 19, 15, respectively.

Classification Experiments

One Pass

1 contrasts the performance of N-gram one-pass classi-
of different orders (n=1,2,3) when trained under the ML
ML criteria, respectively. Each classifier is also evaluated
correct transcription for the test utterances.

N-gram CER(1-best) WER runtime

ML 1gram 11.8% 12.3% 6.6hrs
Transcript 10.6% 0% —-
ML 2gram 8.5% 6.3% 3.15hrs
Transcript 9.3% 0% —-
ML 3gram 9.0% 5.5% 3.36hrs
Transcript 9.6% 0% —-

CML 1gram 6.6% 12.6% 6.3hrs
Transcript 6.7% 0% —-
CML 2gram 7.4% 6.3% 3.2hrs
Transcript 8.6% 0% —-
CML 3gram 8.3% 5.5% 2.8hrs
Transcript 9.2% 0% —-

1: Classification error rate (CER), word error rate (WER)
ecoding time (1GHz Pentium) for a one-pass system us-
N-gram classifier; CER(1-best): the class label along the

likely path in the 1-pass (W,C|A) lattice is retained as the
for the utterance; the (W,C|A) lattice is obtained using a
mum likelihood and conditional maximum likelihood
m classifier P (W |C)P (C) as the language model, re-

ively

he CML trained classifiers outperform their ML counter-
t all orders. The best performance is achieved by the CML
m classifier where CML training reduces the CER over a
lassifier by 45%. Since the CML models have the same
er of parameters as their ML counterpart, the run-times of
models are roughly the same as the ones for the ML mod-
he improvement brought by CML over ML training for

s N-gram utterance classifiers, N=1/2/3, is highly signifi-
t p-levels 0/0/0.004 according to a sign test, respectively.

Two Pass

ve also evaluated the N-gram classifiers in a two-pass sce-
.
he first pass uses “pooled” N-gram language models of
s orders (1,2,3) built from the entire training data, irre-



spective of class. Table 2 presents the WER results for the first
pass, along with run-times.

1st pass LM WER runtime
1gram 13.0% 4.2hrs
2gram 6.0% 1.8hrs
3gram 5.1% 1.8hrs

Table 2: Word Error Rate (WER) and decoding time (1GHz
Pentium) for various N-gram decoders used in the first pass of
various two-pass classifiers

The second pass employs N-gram classifiers of different or-
ders, trained under ML and CML. As it can be easily seen by
comparing the results in Tables 1 and 3, the one-pass N-gram
classifiers outperform their two-pass counterpart.

1st pass 2nd pass CER
ML CML

1gram 1gram 12.0% 7.5%
2gram 1gram 11.1% 7.5%
3gram 1gram 10.7% 7.2%
Transcript 1gram 10.6% 6.7%
1gram 2gram 11.2% 9.3%
2gram 2gram 9.6% 8.8%
3gram 2gram 10.1% 9.0%
Transcript 2gram 9.3% 8.6%
1gram 3gram 11.2% 10.3%
2gram 3gram 9.4% 9.1%
3gram 3gram 9.4% 9.2%
Transcript 3gram 9.6% 9.2%

Table 3: Classification error rate (CER) for a two-pass system:
1-best word string from N-gram decoder is fed to N-gram clas-
sifier trained under maximum likelihood (ML) or conditional
maximum likelihood (CML)

The effectiveness of CML training decreases with the n-
gram order for both one- and two-pass classifiers. We attribute
this to the fact that the higher order n-gram classifiers are “over-
trained”: if the term corresponding to the correct class domi-
nates all the others in the sum

∑
d∈C P (d) ·P (W |d) (see Eq. 6)

then the CML training cannot be very effective. Table 4 sum-
marizes the values of the conditional cross-entropy
H(C|W ) = −1/T

∑T
i=1 log P (si.C|si.W ) on the training

data before (ML) and after CML training (CML).
The conditional cross-entropy for the ML 2/3-gram models

is an order of magnitude smaller than the one for the 1-gram
model so the effectiveness of the CML training procedure can
be expected to be smaller in those cases.

n-gram H(C|W ) (nats)
order ML CML
0 (P (C) prior) 1.03 1.03
1 0.24 0.028
2 0.03 0.0036
3 0.007 0.0016

Table 4: Conditional cross-entropy H(C|W ) on training data
before and after CML training for different n-gram orders
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5. Conclusions
iminative training under the CML criterion is an effective
ique for improving classification accuracy. For N-gram
fiers it is more effective in a one-pass classification sce-
than in a two-pass one.
he RFGT training technique doesn’t perform equally well
l N-gram orders when the parameterization of the N-gram
l is fixed such that only relative frequencies for N-grams
ved in a given class are stored as model parameters and
terpolation weights are fixed to their maximum likelihood
. An undesirable result is that the higher order N-grams
do not perform as well as the 1-gram model after training
the CML criterion using RFGT.

uture research in this area should explore ways of tieing
terpolation weights that would allow higher order N-gram
ation to be incorporated constructively into the CML
.
nother interesting research direction would be to relax the

raint of having the same number of parameters as the ML
ls and reduce the model size by pruning after completing
training on a fully parameterized model.
et another direction is the training of the classifier such
he conditional likelihood L(C|A) (class given acoustics)
ximized.
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